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ABSTRACT

The ultimate limitations on data rate are set by factors categorized in this paper into
transmission medium problems, equipment problems and signal characteristics in the
generalized spectral dimensions of time, frequency and open space. The limiting factors
and corresponding relieving approaches are briefly brought out in this essentially topical
summary paper. This paper is primarily a topical guide for a much more detailed multiple-
hour tutorial lecture.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Requirements for data rate are continually escalating at aerospace test ranges, target
ranges and for unmanned surveillance vehicle return links. Bit rates have been steadily
rising from the few megabits per second of the 1970’s to the tens of megabits per second
of the mid 1980’s. The recent advent of the NASA TDRSS is spurring the rate to the 450
megabit/second range, real time.

The exponentially rising demand for more data to satisfy rapidly developing
information-intensive requirements has sparked revolutionary trends and developments in
the technologies of signal processing, data processing, storage and computation. The
developments to date barely “scratch the surface” of posibilities opened up by the micro-
systems revolution triggered by the evolution of VLSI, ULSI and VHSIC.

Data rate is ultimately limited not just by available technology, but also by a) the
transmission capacities of the available propagation medium and of the relay links
employed for data collection and distribution; b) the design of the signals for carrying and
for multiplexing, and the counterpart reception, detection and demultiplexing techniques;
and c) the capacities of predetection recording and data storage.



This paper, prepared primarily for supporting a tutorial lecture, is intended to provide a
summary review of the factors that limit the bit rate capability and of the approaches for
corrective actions and for raising the bounds on bit rate in particular situations.

2.  FACTORS LIMITING BIT RATE CAPABILITY

Bit rate capability is ultimately limited by:

A.  Signal transmission medium characteristics;

B.  Equipment characteristics;

C.  Signal design and detection techniques.

Two factors associated with the transmission medium determine the radio frequency
band in which to place the signal power and the necessary effective level of the emitted
power. The first is the transmission loss with distance. Passive sections of transmission
media universally attenuate the signal with traversed distance, and the attenuation over a
given distance is a function of operating frequency. The second is that open radio
propagation media are also generally accessed by other independent sources of radiation
and random noise that share the spectrum with the desired signal, which are also
intercepted by the receiving system, adding background noise and interface to the desired
signal. Independently sourced additive disturbances universally place a threshold for signal
level to ensure acceptable performance. In certain extreme cases, extraneous additive
disturbances may be strong enough to drive a receiver front end into saturation, causing
severe “receiver desensitization” to the desired signal, as well as introducing byproducts of
the resulting nonlinear response to the conglomerate of all signals present within the front-
end passband.

Radio propagation media also introduce effects against which increasing the radiated
signal power provides no remedies. Specifically,

i)  Extraneous random envelope and exponent (phase and frequency) modulations due
to Doppler frequency-shift spreading phenomena, traditionally referred to as “fading,”
which may cause signal drop-outs or “outages.” The medium-induced modulations are
multiplicative to the signal envelope and additive to the signal instantaneous phase and
frequency The spectrum of the extraneous modulation of the signal frequency may in the
important case of telemetry from rocket-powered vehicles overlap and severely disturb the
lower-frequency subchannels in FDM/FM and all TDM/FM subchannels.



ii)  Randomization of diffusion of the reative amplitudes and instantaneous phases of
signal spectral components due to decorrelation in the induced random modulations of
signal spectral components that differ in frequency by amounts that exceed the reciprocal
of the difference between the arrival times (called the “delay spread”) of the earliest and
the latest detectable replicas of the signal. This spectral randomization phenomenon is said
to limit the “coherence band-width” of the propagation medium.

iii)  Quasi-deterministic waveform transmission distortion, which in FDM/FM and
TDM/FM results in nonlinear distortion by an albeit linear transmission medium.

The propagation effects and corresponding corrective/suppressive approaches are
described in more detail in Sections 3 and 4.

The equipment factors that limit data rate include:

a)  Available power.

b)  The high-Q constraint set by practical hardware (and other) considerations. This
limits the bandwidth around a given operating frequency, and hence favors higher center
frequencies for allowing wider bandwidths.

c)  Nonlinearity of receiving system equipment response to the modulated parameter of
the signal (the instantaneous frequency in FDM/FM and TDM/FM).

d)  Limited dynamic range of linear operation of receiver stages preceding the
demodulation/detection stages.

e)  Predetection recorder wow and flutter and limited bandwidth.

f)  Impedance and drive-level mismatches at interstage connections.

The signal design and detection factors relate primarily to the time-frequency plane
characteristics of symbol waveforms. A compacted summary of multiplexing/
demultiplexing methods is presented in Section 5.

3.  CHARACTERIZATION OF PROPAGATION EFFECTS

Two types of propagation are distinguished: Specular and nonspecular.

In specular propagation, a high-Q signal e (t) is transformed toin

e  (t) = Ke  (t - J ) (3.1)out   in   d



where K and J  are essentially constants.d

In nonspecular propagation, the signal energy reaches the receiver by a process of
diffuse scattering from a spatially spreadout conglomeration of scatterers, such as a cloud
of chaff, a swarm of flying objects, a rocket exhaust plume, a changing rough surface, or
passage through a concatenation of regions with different phase shift and delay
characteristics. Nonspecular propagation results in a randomly time-variant combination of
numerous replicas of the signal which individually may well be approximated by
expressions as in Eq. (3.1) with slowly changing K and J . The values of K may not bed

significantly different over the combination of replicas, but the range of values of Jd

(referred to as the delay spread) is what sets the limitation on the bandwidth of any one
signal. The resultant received signal corresponding to an emission e  (t) is thenin

(3.2)

For e (t) Acos Tt, the expression in Eq.(3.2) reduces toin

e (t) = AV (T.t) cos{Tt + N(T,t)} (3.3)out

wherein V(T,t) and N(T,) represent randomly time-variant envelope and phase shift. The
dependence of these upon T indicates “channel dispersiveness.” Equation (3.2) can also
be rewritten in the form

e (t) = 2Re{V(T,t)e  q (A/2)e }out
jN(T,t)  jTt

(3.4)
where

(A/2)e  = Positive Frequency PartjTt

of e (t) = Acos Tt in

The factor
V (T,t)ejN(T,t)

embodies the randomly time-variant envelope and phase modulations imparted to the
transmitted “sinewave” Acos Tt by the nonspecular, dispersive propagation, and hence
represents a “multiplicative noise.”

But modulation of a sinewave spreads its spectrum, giving rise to frequency-shifted
replicas of it. Only a Doppler phenomenon can cause frequency-shifted replicas of the
sinewave. Accordingly, the modulation mechanism over a particular nonspecular path must
be due to scatter or reflections from a multiplicity of separate scatterers/reflectors in
apparent motions relative to the signal wavefront incident on them with a distribution of
relative velocities. Consequently, the propagation modulation is said to reveal a “Doppler
spread” of the spectrum of each transmitted sinewave.



In general, the crosscorrelation function of the multiplicative noises acquired by two
spectral components at different frequencies is a declining function of the frequency
difference. The minimum frequency differences for which the decorrelation cannot be
considered negligible is call the “coherence bandwidth” of the propagation.

The form of expression in Eq. (3.4) for a pure sinewave of zero bandwidth applies very
approximately for any e (t) with a nonzero bandwidth (i.e., containing sinewavein

components at different frequencies) provided that the bandwidth occupied by e (t) is lessin

than the coherence bandwidth of the propagation path. The propagation mechanism is then
said to introduce a purely multiplicative noise on the signal, transforming it into 

e (t) = 2 Re {V (t) e  q E (t)} (3.5)out         in
jN(t)

where E (t) is the Pos. Freq. {e (t)}, andin      in

i)  for diffuse or scatter propagation, V(t) is a sample function of a Rayleigh-distributed
random process, and N(t) is a sample function of a uniformly distributed random process;

ii)  for quasi-specular, nondiffuse propagation, V(t) is a sample function of a log-
normal-distributed random process, and N(t) is a sample function of a Gaussian-distributed
random process.

When the bandwidth occupied by e (t) exceeds the coherence bandwidth of ain

propagation path, or of a medium including more than one propagation path, the effects on
the received signal will include not only the extraneous modulation described as
multiplicative noise, but also randomly characterized linear transmission distortion of the
signal waveform, of the type arising with deterministic linear filters whose amplitude and
delay versus frequency characteristics are nonuniform.

Resultants of discrete multipath propagation are generally distinguished by sharp, often
deep, “nulls” or “fades” in envelope versus time, and in amplitude versus frequency
response, with corresponding rapid instantaneous phase transitions and nonuniform group
delay versus frequency. With the exception of propagation through rocket exhaust plumes
and highly turbulent chaff clouds, individual paths in ordinary multipath propagation are
quasispecular with coherence bandwidths that are much wider than the combination of
paths actually provides. However, a combination of discrete specular, and/or quasi-
specular, and/or diffuse paths, whose individual delay spreads are small in comparison
with delay differences among the combined paths, results primarily in a near deterministic
channel frequency transfer function that shows significant deviations from uniformity in
amplitude and group delay versus frequency. Thus, a combination of such discrete paths
does not limit the coherence bandwidth of the channel but rather its quasi-deterministic
signal waveform distortion bandwidth.



Notoriously notable examples in which both multiplicative noise and random waveform
distortion are introduced are propagation to and from rocket-powered vehicles (Ref. 1) and
propagation via or through turbulent chaff clouds.

4.  APPROACHES TO OVERCOMING PROPAGATION BANDWIDTH
LIMITATIONS

Successful transmission at rates requiring bandwidths exceeding the coherence
bandwidth or the low-distortion transmission bandwidth of propagation can be pursued in
a variety of ways.

First, one may break up the total data load from a high-speed serial-flow regime into a
set of much slower parallel streams, each loaded on a separate carrier within the limited
bandwidth of the propagation medium. This approach sacrifices power utilization
efficiency.

Other approaches address directly the multipath structure or its resultant transfer
function. Such approaches can be categorized into (Ref.2)

a)  Selective capture, or high-processing gain modulation-demodulation;

b)  Adaptive channel equalization;

c)  A combination of partial channel equalization and selective capture;

d)  Diversity interception and optimal selection or combining;

e)  Signal energy collection by matched-filter-type methods;

f)  Separation of multiple-path outputs, followed by optimal selection or combining.

5.  SUMMARY OF MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUES

Multiplexing techniques can be summarized under the classifications shown on the next
page.
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BASIS FOR
SEPARABILITY TYPE OF MULTIPLEXING

DISJOINT FREQUENCY-DIVISION MULTPLEX
FREQUENCY 
OCCUPANCIES   WITH GUARD BANDS   WITHOUT GUARD BANDS

FREQUENCY-DISCRIMINATION MU-XING (FDM): LEVEL-DISCRIMINATION MU-XING (LDM) 
  Sinusoidal carriers or Subcarriers with linear (AM, DSB, SSB, VSB),   Linear and exponent modulation of sinusoids, with receiver techniques
  exponent (FM, NM) or combined modulation   for capture of stronger and of weaker signal

DISJOINT TIME TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEX
OCCUPANCIES

SEPARATE PULSE TRAIN MU-XING (TDM): SEPARABLE-PARAMETER MU-XING (SPM): PULSE LEVEL-DISCRIMINATION MU-
Modulation of Different modulations of time parameters of same XING (pldm):
 Pulse ampliture (PAM) pulse train (leading edge, trailing edge, mean Pulses of different, constant amplitudes, with
 Pulse position (PPM) pulse position) modulation of position or of duration
 Pulse duration (PDM)

DISJOINT TIME- ORTHOGONAL CODE MULTIPLEX (OCM)
FREQUENCY
PLANE
OCCUPANCIES

PRODUCT MODULATION (ANALOG OR DIGITAL)
ON-OFF MODULATION
PHASE-REVERSAL MODULATION
T-F CELL HOPPING

JOINT T-F QUADRATURE- MU-XING WITH NEGLIGIBLY CORRELATED SUBCARRIER OR SINUSOID LEVEL SEPARABLE-
PLANE CARRIER MU-XING SYMBOL WAVEFORMS: DISCRIMINATION PARAMETER MU-
OCCUPANCIES, (QCM): MU-XING (SLDM): XING (SPM)
BUT LOW
CROSS-
CORRELATIONS

Linear (product) Waveforms with small Different waveforms Time-shifted replicas Sinusoidal carriers of Envelope as distinct
modulation of two fractional overlap on f- having large TW of one waveform different, constant from time parameters.
carriers or subcarriers axis (Bandwidth Disc. products and sharply having large TW amplitudes, with Pulses:
in quadrature Mu-xing, BDM) or in localized autocorrelation product and hsarply modulation of  Amplitude vs positions 

t-f plane functions localized auto- frequency or of phase  in time of edge or of
correlation function  overall pulse

Sinewaves:
 Envelope vs.
 frequency or phase


